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CLAUDIA’S CANINE CUISINE’S® TRIBUTE TO DOGGIE PAW PRINTS 

                        
               

    Much like the Crime Scene Investigators who dust for prints to identify a two-legged perpetrator, 

doggie paw prints offer clues where our four-legged family members have been.  They confirm our canine’s 

identity while leaving lasting, loving impressions. 
 

 Claudia’s Canine Cuisine® celebrates these endearing reminders by offering gourmet treats decorated 

with signature paw prints that are bursting with “aroma and taste”.  Made with 100% human-grade 

ingredients in the USA, these treats are baked and flavored with “sniffilicious” peanut butter, honey, vanilla 

and pumpkin and hand-decorated in yogurt and carob.  
 

 You’ll find hand-dipped Canine Party Bones with cute white paw prints, yogurt Pawpermints, and the 

Dog House cookie with a tiny paw print above the doggie door.  In addition, a giant Paw Print Sucker of tasty 

peanut butter on a rawhide munchie stick will make any dog “pause for the paw”!    
 

 Paw print themes may also be found in Claudia’s Canine Cuisine’s® non-decorated line on the Paws 

and Hearts, Favorite Things treats and our newest Big Paw treat measuring almost five inches.  
 

 Seasonal treats with this theme include a Doggie Flip Flop for summer and several Holiday designs 

with paws including bones and mints decorated in red and green.  For the easiest stocking stuffer ever, the 

Paw Print Sucker comes tied with a festive red bow.  
 

 Just like nose prints on your windows, paw prints are constant reminders of the companionship and 

unconditional love these tail-wagging friends provide – even if they occasionally add to our house cleaning list.  
 

 Claudia’s Canine Cuisine® has been making gourmet treats since 1997.  All treats are made with the 

highest quality ingredients and baked fresh in the USA in the company’s Arkansas facility.  They contain no 

animal by-products or preservatives.  For more information about Claudia’s Canine Cuisine or its varied lines of 

products, email info@claudiascaninecuisine.com or call 501-851-0002. 
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